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Abstract 

This thesis introduces a prototype which can control the rotation speed and direction of a 

three-phase induction motor. It can run a three-phase induction motor of up to 1 HP, rated at 

60 Hz. The prototype consists of a microcontroller, along with other components, which 

operates a variable frequency drive, which in turn drives the motor.  

The prototype is controlled through a wireless network (wifi) by a mobile device. An app 

was designed for Android devices to operate the prototype. This allows the user to stay 

mobile while setting a motors speed and rotation direction. It could prove useful to 

employees who currently depend on stationary computers to control a motor system.  

The thesis contains information on the components selected, which combined form the 

functional prototype, background information on key aspects, how the components are 

connected and utilized and the final result after research, assembly, development and testing.  

Ideas will be discussed regarding further development, in case anyone is interested in 

continuing and improving the prototype. 
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Útdráttur 

Ritgerð þessi kynnir til sögunnar frumgerð sem stjórnar hraða og snúningsátt þriggja fasa 

riðstraumsmótors. Frumgerðin getur stjórnað þriggja fasa riðstraumsmótor sem er allt að 1 

hestafl og metinn fyrir 60 Hz. Frumgerðin samanstendur af örtölvu, ásamt öðrum íhlutum, 

sem stýrir tíðnibreyti sem keyrir síðan mótorinn.  

Frumgerðinni er stjórnað af fjarskiptatæki í gegnum þráðlausa nettengingu (wifi). Forrit fyrir 

Android fjarskiptatæki var hannað til að stýra frumgerðinni. Þetta gerir notanda kleift að geta 

hreyft sig um á meðan hann stillir hraða og snúningsátt mótorsins. Frumgerðin gæti nýst 

starfsmönnum sem í augnablikinu nota kyrrstæðar tölvur til að stýra mótorkerfi.  

Ritgerðin inniheldur upplýsingar um valda íhluti, sem saman mynda frumgerðina, 

grunnupplýsingar um lykilatriði, hvernig íhlutir eru tengdir og notaðir og lokaniðurstöðu 

eftir rannsókn, samsetningu, þróunarvinnu og prófunum.  

Hugmyndir varðandi áframhaldandi þróun verða ræddar, ef svo skyldi vera að einhver hafi 

áhuga á áframhaldandi þróun á frumgerðinni.  
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1 Introduction 

The electric motor has long since been an integral part of modern mass production as well 

as household appliances. It has liberated factory workers from doing repetitive and simple 

tasks for hours on end, every single day. It has also reduced cost and increased speed in 

manufacturing processes all over the world since its introduction. One example of motor 

driven applications is the modern conveyor belt, an invention that allowed assembly lines to 

mass produce various products, such as cars, at unprecedented speeds. For example the Ford 

Model T’s production time was cut from 728 minutes to just 98 minutes when an assembly 

line utilizing the conveyor belt was introduced at Ford Motor Company in 1913 [1].  

Controlling a motors’ speed can prove to be essential to a multitude of manufacturing 

processes. It can be necessary to slow down or speed up a motor for various reasons during 

production of virtually any type of product. For example, the author has worked in a factory 

that produces fish meal. The meal is produced from diverse species of fish and their body 

density can vary from one species to another. Motors are used to control screw conveyors in 

order to transport the material around the factory for each stage of production. As the density 

of the material is not always the same, the screw conveyors must be able to change their 

speed so the material can be transported without problems arising. If the material is very 

dense and the screw conveyor goes too fast, the material could become too compressed to 

enter the next stage of production and could also risk damaging the motor that controls the 

screw conveyor. Likewise, if the material is not dense, the screw conveyors could run faster 

to improve the production time. For such reasons, multiple ways of controlling a motors 

speed have emerged throughout history.  

The most common motor used in modern industries is the three-phase induction motor. They 

are usually controlled by frequency inverters, such as VFD’s [2]. There are various ways of 

controlling a VFD, as there are multiple types of VFD’s available. In the fish meal factory 

example mentioned before, the VFD’s controlling the screw conveyors are controlled by 

computers situated in a control room. This means that any time a conveyor needs to be 

slowed down, a worker must do it from within the control room and then leave it to inspect 

the material passing through and see whether the conveyor needs to be slowed down even 

more. It would benefit the worker, by saving both time and energy, if he could control the 

conveyor through a mobile device rather than a stationary computer. 

1.1 Objective 

The goal of this project is to build a prototype whose purpose is to control a three phase 

induction motor from a distance by utilizing a Variable Frequency Drive (VFD) and wireless 

communication. There are multiple ways of achieving this, e.g. bluetooth, but here a standard 

wireless local area network (wifi) will be used. Wifi was chosen because it has the advantage 

of being wireless and has a greater range than Bluetooth. Using wifi opens up the possibility 

of controlling a motor from a great distance, provided that the client and server devices share 

the same wifi connection. To control the VFD, an app for a mobile device will be designed 

and tested. For this thesis, a single wifi network will be used, that means the possibility of 

controlling the VFD from separate networks will not be explored.  
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In order to create a device capable of controlling a motor by receiving signals from a wireless 

network and responding appropriately to said signals, one must first find the essential parts 

that make such a process possible. The goal is to control a motor‘s speed and direction and 

one of the most common and robust methods of doing so is with a VFD. The VFD itself 

must also be controlled by a device for it to be fully automated. A microcontroller would be 

adequate to achieve this. Seeing as the ultimate goal of the project is to control a motor 

remotely using a standard wifi connection and a VFD, the microcontroller needs to be able 

to connect to a wifi network and interface with the VFD.  

The components used in this project will be chosen according to their capabilities and 

economic value. A good practice is to set a budget for all components used in the project. 

For this thesis, the budget will be set to 40.000 Ikr.  

1.2 Overview 

This thesis is intended for readers interested in technology and electronics. The thesis is set 

up so that even amateurs and enthusiast of technological solutions should have a 

comprehensive understanding of the subject matter. It would benefit the reader greatly 

however, if he/she has experience of electronics, HTTP, MCU’s and the C programming 

language. All aspects of this thesis are attempted to be as thorough and inclusive as possible 

so it can be easily understood and appreciated by the reader. 

The following is a summary of the chapters included in this document as well as a short 

overview of the chapters’ contents.  

Chapter 1 is the introduction of the project, it includes the overview, objective and 

background information regarding the projects key elements.  

Chapter 2 highlights the requirement analysis and component selection for the project.  

Chapter 3 discusses the development phase of the project. This includes programming of the 

VFD and MCU, app design, power supplies and a cost estimate for the project.  

Chapter 4 examines the various discoveries made during testing of the equipment along with 

the ideas that had to be changed or scrapped during development. Ideas regarding future 

work for the project will also be discussed in this chapter.  

Chapter 5 is the conclusion. All the final achievements of the project will be discussed in 

this chapter. 

Figure 1 shows a flowchart outlining the steps taken during development of the project.  
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Figure 1: Flowchart of development process 

1.3 Background 

In order to give the reader a comprehensive understanding of the thesis’ subject matter, the 

following sub-chapter will highlight and attempt to explain the history, functionality or 

purpose of some the projects key elements.  

1.3.1 Variable Frequency Drives 

A VFD is a device that can control a motors speed, torque and direction [3]. The voltage on 

an AC power supply rises and falls in the pattern of sine wave, when the voltage is positive, 
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current flows in one direction and when the voltage is negative the current flows in the 

opposite direction. This type of power system allows a great amount of energy to be 

effectively transmitted over a large distance [3]. VFD’s use power electronics to vary the 

frequency of input power to a motor, thereby controlling the motors speed. A VFD has three 

basic sections, the rectifier, dc bus and inverter sections. The rectifier section converts 

incoming AC power into DC and consists of multiple rectifiers. One rectifier will allow 

power to pass through only when the voltage is positive while a second rectifier will only 

allow power to pass when the voltage is negative. Therefore two rectifiers are needed for 

each phase of power and a minimum of 6 rectifiers are used for three phase power supplies. 

Rectifiers can use diodes, silicon controlled rectifiers or transistors to rectify the power. After 

flowing through the rectifier section, the power is stored on a DC bus. The bus includes 

capacitors that accept power from the rectifier section, store it and later deliver that power 

through the inverter section. The DC bus may also contain inductors, DC links, chokes or 

similar items that add inductance and smooth the incoming power supply to the DC bus. The 

inverter section contains transistors that deliver power to the motor. The IGBT is a common 

choice in most modern VFD’s because it can switch on and off several thousand times per 

second and precisely control the power delivered to the motor. The IGBT uses PWM to 

simulate a current sine wave at a desired frequency to the motor. Figure 2 contains a block 

diagram of a typical VFD for illustration, where M marks the motor. 

 

Figure 2: Block diagram of a typical VFD1 

Motor speed is dependent on frequency, that is, varying the frequency output of the VFD 

controls the motors speed. Using a VFD provides advantages such as energy saving, low 

motor starting current, high power factor, simple installation, lower power (kW) and reduces 

the thermal and mechanical stresses on motors during starts [3]. Simply put, a VFD simulates 

a sine wave by varying the pulse width, the shorter the time between pulses, the higher the 

voltage. This is illustrated in Figure 3 where the x-axis marks the voltage and the y-axis 

marks time. 

                                                 

1 Source:  

http://lh4.ggpht.com/_X6JnoL0U4BY/S26uurTPD3I/AAAAAAAASE0/FstzW5m4xow/tmp1C6_thumb.jpg?

imgmax=800 [Accessed on 02.03.2017] 
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Figure 3: Illustration of a VFD‘s converted voltage2 

1.3.2 Microcontroller Units 

An MCU is a small computer within an integrated circuit. MCU’s handle logical and 

arithmetic tasks while remaining small in size, making them ideal for embedded designs  [4]. 

They can wary in both physical and memory size and are commonly 8-bit, 16-bit or 32-bit 

in memory size. MCU´s typically include a CPU, memory, input/output ports, timers, serial 

ports, interrupt logic, oscillator circuitry and more functional blocks on chip. Having all of 

these functional blocks on a single integrated circuit results in low power consumption, more 

reliability and easy integration within an application design along with greater flexibility in 

automation processes. Because of the data processing and memory capabilities of MCU’s a 

system can be made to be intelligent. Examples of MCU’s are the Arduino, the PIC series 

by Microchip and the MCS series by Intel to name a few.  

1.3.3 Android Apps 

Android is an operating system, developed by google, for mobile devices such as tablet 

computers and smartphones  [5]. It is a platform that can be used to power different hardware 

configurations. Android is one of the most popular operating systems for smartphones and 

tablet computers. It is open-source, meaning that it’s source code is available to the public 

and can be modified, studied and distributed by third party developers and enthusiasts alike 

as well as having no licensing fees. Being open-source is an advantage for developers hoping 

to create apps for the OS because of the vast amount of files, code, documents and notes 

available for assistance during development.  

1.3.4 Three Phase Induction Motors 

The induction motor is an alternating current motor and is the most widely used for almost 

all types of machines. Its speed can be controlled by frequency inverters. They are generally 

simple, robust and inexpensive [2].  

A three phase system is created by associating three single-phase voltage systems, U1, U2 

and U3, so the phase displacement between any two of them is 120°, making a complete 

system 360°. The system is balanced if the three voltages have the same value, U1=U2=U3 

[2]. Figure 4 shows a balanced three phase voltage system with the three single-phase 

                                                 

2 Source: 

http://motors.automationdirect.com/images/simulated_sinewave.jpg [Accessed on 10.03.2017] 
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voltages, U1, U2 and U3, each 120°, forming a complete cycle of 360°. The values of I1-I6, 

indicate the various currents during these cycles. 

 

Figure 4: Balanced three phase voltage system3 

A three phase induction motor essentially consists of two parts, a stator and a rotor. The 

stator consists of a frame that is the supporting structure of the assembly, a lamination core 

constructed with magnetic steel plates and a three phase winding comprising three equal sets 

of coils, one set for each phase. The rotor consists of a shaft which transmits the mechanical 

output, a laminated magnetic core and finally, bars and short-circuit rings. The motor also 

consists of end shields, a fan, fan cover, terminal box, terminals and bearings [2].  

When an electric current flows through a coil, a magnetic field is generated. The direction 

of the field is along the coil axis and is proportional in value to the current. A three-phase 

winding fed from three-phase currents generates a rotating field. This field induces certain 

voltages into the rotor bars which generate currents and create a field on the rotor with 

reverse polarity compared to the rotating field polarity. Opposite fields attract each other and 

because the stator field is rotary, the rotor tends to follow the speed of this field. This results 

in the creation of motor torque in the rotor, which makes it rotate and drive the load put on 

the motor [2].  

1.3.5 HTTP 

The hypertext transfer protocol (HTTP) is a request/response protocol. It has been in use by 

the World-Wide Web global information initiative since 1990 [6]. HTTP grants an open-

ended set of methods and headers that signify the purpose of a request. It builds on the 

discipline of reference provided by the Uniform Resource Identifier (URI), most commonly 

as a location, Uniform Resource Locator (URL), for indicating the resource to which a 

method is to be applied. HTTP is also used as a generic protocol for communication between 

user agents and proxies or gateways to other internet systems. In this way, HTTP grants basic 

hypermedia access to resources available from diverse applications. The device which 

initiates transaction is called a client and the device which responds is called a server. The 

basic operation of HTTP is as follows. A client sends a request method, URL, protocol 

version and message containing request modifiers and client information over a connection 

with a server. The server then responds with a status line and a success, 200, or error, 404, 

code followed by a message containing server information and entity metainformation. 

HTTP communication usually takes place over a TCP/IP connection. In HTTP, URL’s are 

simply formatted strings which identify via name, location or any other characteristic 

                                                 

3 Source: 

WEG Specification of Electric Motors [2], page 12 [Accessed on 05.03.2017] 
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resource. The protocol uses various methods for information sending and retrieval, two of 

the most commonly used methods are the GET and POST methods. The GET method 

retrieves whatever information identified by a request-URL and the POST method is used to 

request that the origin server accepts the entity in the request as a new subordinate of the 

resource identified by the request URI [6]. Figure 5 illustrates an HTTP request between a 

client and server.  

 

Figure 5: HTTP request between a client and server4 

CGI is a simple interface for running external programs or software under an information 

HTTP server. CGI allows an HTTP server and a CGI script to both be responsible for 

responding to client requests. The CGI defines the parameters which describe a client’s 

request. The server manages connections, data transfers, transport and network issues related 

to the request and the CGI script handles the application issues, like data access and 

document processing [7].  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

                                                 

4 Source: 

https://camo.githubusercontent.com/f337362c915c0895b6efdb1a7662cfcf8b0385af/687474703a2f2f7777772

e74616e6b6f6e79767461722e68752f656e2f74617274616c6f6d2f74616d6f703432352f303032375f41445731

2f696d616765732f4144573130302e706e67 [Accessed on 02.04.2017] 
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2 Component Selection 

Selecting the right devices for the project is essential to achieve the correct desired 

functionality. When searching for components that would fit the description for the project 

objective, the most reliable but economical parts were selected for use. The following 

chapter will demonstrate the process of requirement analysis and equipment selection.  

2.1 Variable Frequency Drive 

There are numerous versions of Variable Frequency Drives (VFD’s) available today, from 

various manufacturers and made for different kinds of motors and power supplies. For this 

thesis a common VFD with regular household power consumption and made for a typical 

three-phase induction motor will be used [2]. For convenience it is preferable to use a VFD 

that can be plugged in to a household 240 V power socket, so that it can be plugged in and 

utilized without having to use a specific power socket such as industrial sockets. The VFD 

must be able to receive data from an MCU and respond to said data appropriately so it can 

be automated and therefore fulfil the goal of this thesis. It is also desired that the VFD be 

made to control a common three phase induction motor in industries, with around 1HP (0,75 

kW).  

 

2.1.1 Schneider Altivar 12 

The VFD that will be used in this project is the ATV12H075M2 (ATV12), a part of the 

Altivar 12 series from Schneider Electronics [8]. It can output a maximum frequency of 60 

Hz. The ATV12 is a programmable VFD that can be controlled through various methods. 

The drive can be controlled by an MCU through an integrated Modbus connection, through 

the integrated jog dial and display or through the various inputs provided. Among these 

inputs is an analog input that can be used as a reference to control the magnitude of the 

output frequency to the motor. This input has 10-bit resolution with a sampling time of 20ms 

(50 Hz) and is factory programmed to be in the range of 0-5 V analog voltage but can also 

be programmed to be in the range of 0-10 V or a specific range of mA with an impedance of 

250Ω. Figure 6 shows the ATV12H075M2 VFD. 
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Figure 6: The ATV12H075M2 VFD5 

The VFD also includes 4 logic inputs, LI1-LI4, which give either a logic high, 1, when the 

input reaches 11 V or higher or a logic low, 0, if the voltage is less than 11 V. LI1 is factory 

set as a run command, which will start the drive in a forward motion. The other logic inputs 

are not factory set so LI2 will be programmed to reverse the direction of the output frequency 

to the motor, thereby reversing the direction that the motor turns. Both LI1 and LI2 cannot 

be logic high simultaneously as that would not result in correct functionality. Figure 7 shows 

the inputs/outputs available on the control terminal of the VFD.  

 

Figure 7: Inputs and outputs of the control terminal of the ATV12H075M26 

To simplify control of the VFD for the developer, the logic inputs and analog input will be 

used, rather than the integrated Modbus connection. Figure 8 shows the drive’s wiring labels.  

                                                 

5 Source: 

http://img.bizator.com/a/2005599765/wmb/2-the-frequency-converter-atv12-075-kw-1-ac-220atv12h075m2-

schneider-electric.jpg [Accessed on 05.05.2017] 
6 Source: 

Altivar 12 User Manual [8], page 23 [Accessed on 10.05.2017] 
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Figure 8: Wiring labels of the ATV12H075M27 

2.2 Microcontroller 

To successfully fulfil the goal of this project, an MCU capable of receiving and transmitting 

data through the internet is necessary. The MCU also needs to be able to give an analog 

voltage between 0-5 V into the analog input of the VFD, thereby controlling the output 

frequency using AI1 as a voltage reference. Finally, the MCU must have at least two general 

I/O pins available to activate two relays that will be connected to inputs LI1 and LI2 of the 

VFD. The PIC MCU’s were desirable as the author has had previous experience with these 

microcontrollers.  

2.2.1 MRF24WG0MA 

When researching PIC MCU’s capable of internet communication the MRF24WG0MA Wifi 

module was discovered [9]. This module is built specifically for PIC microcontrollers and is 

compatible with the PIC18, PIC24, PIC32 and dsPIC33 series. It allows the PIC 

microcontroller to connect to a standard 2,4 GHz operated IEEE 802.11b/g/n compatible 

network. Microchip also offers a free TCP/IP stack for the module. Using the bare wifi 

module in this project would need some work because it would require designing a PCB 

board for it as the pins only have 1,27 mm between them, which means they would not fit in 

a typical breadboard with 2,54 mm between pitches. The TCP/IP stack includes demo 

projects for the module, but other Microchip devices are necessary to run them such as their 

various development- and expansion boards [10]. It was highly desirable to begin by using 

a demo project with fully functional internet connectivity and modifying it to suit the needs 

of this project since the author has no experience in internet communication and it would 

save precious time. Fortunately, Microchip offers a ready solution with the Wifi G Demo 

Board. 

2.2.2 Microchip Wifi G Demo Board 

This product is a single, stand-alone web server which incorporates the MRF24WG0MA 

wifi module and a PIC32MX695F512H microcontroller, both manufactured by Microchip 

                                                 

7 Source: 

Altivar 12 User Manual [8], page 19 [Accessed on 15.05.2017] 
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[11]. Host communication of the wifi module is through the SPI2 bus of the PIC processor. 

The device supports the Infrastructure, Ad hoc, Wifi direct and softAP network types. When 

first powered on, the demo board broadcasts as a softAP network and can be redirected to 

connect to an existing network by a client device from there. It comes pre-programmed with 

the Microchip MLA TCP/IP stack which allows the device to be operated through a standard 

web browser. The pre-programmed stack includes a demo application for the demo board 

that allows the user to change the status of two LED’s on-board the module through a website 

hosted by the device. The board has a total of three LED’s, one of which serves the purpose 

of indicating the connection status to the user. If the status LED blinks twice per second, the 

board is serving in the default softAP mode. If the LED blinks once per second, the device 

has successfully reconnected to an existing wifi network. If the LED remains solid and not 

blinking at all, the network redirection failed to connect. The other two LED’s are solely 

used to be turned on or off by the user through the website hosted by the device. The demo 

board also includes an active low push-button switch which changes status on the 

aforementioned website when pressed. The push-button switch is represented on the website 

as an arrow which points up when the button is not being pressed and points down when the 

button is pressed. If the push-button is held down for 4 seconds, the demo board will reset 

to factory default conditions. Figure 9 shows the Microchip Wifi G Demo Board.  

 

Figure 9: The Wifi G Demo Board8 

The board can be powered by 2 AAA batteries or by the pins provided. It has two ports 

available, one 6-pin port for debugging and programming the device with a Pickit 

programming/debugging tool and one 8-pin port which can function as general purpose I/O 

pins or as SPI, I2C or UART interface. A disadvantage of the demo board is that with a 

limited amount of pins available, SPI and UART cannot be used simultaneously but UART 

can be of great use to debug the device.  

The board fulfils the need for two available pins for the two relays required to set logic high 

or low on the VFD logic inputs. These pins are RB1 and RB15 on the PIC MCU. Figure 10 

                                                 

8 Source: 

https://www.cnx-software.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/03/microchip_wifi_comm_demo_board_large.jpg 

[Accessed on 20.08.2017] 
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shows the 8-pin expansion port and the pins available assignments, RB15 is represented as 

pin 7 and RB1 as pin 8. 

 

Figure 10: Pin Port of Wifi G Demo Board9 

2.2.3 PIC32MX695F512H MCU 

On-board the Wifi G Demo Board is a PIC32MX695F512H, a 32-bit MCU which controls 

the operations of the board. It runs at between 2,3-3,6 V and can operate at up to 80 MHz 

[12]. In the demo project for the Wifi G Demo Board the MCU has been set to operate at 40 

MHz with a peripheral bus clock divider of 1:1 and this will be left unchanged. The MCU 

has a total of 4 SPI modules and SPI2 is used to interface with the MRF24WG0MA wifi 

module in the wifi g demo project. SPI4 is available on the board through the 8-pin expansion 

port as seen in Figure 10 above.  

The board does not include a DAC so an external DAC is needed to control the analog 

voltage reference input of the VFD. The DAC needs to have 10-bit resolution to be compliant 

with the analog input of the VFD. The external DAC chosen for the project is the MCP4911. 

The DAC is controlled through SPI which can be provided by the Wifi G Demo Board. 

2.2.4 MCP4911 

Connected between the analog input of the VFD and the SPI bus of the MCU is the 

MCP4911, a 10-bit, 8 pin DAC capable of up to 20 MHz clock support for SPI interface  

[13]. It is manufactured by Microchip and operates from a single 2,7-5,5 V supply. The 

device provides high accuracy and low noise performance for consumer and industrial 

applications. It runs on an external DC supply and outputs an analog voltage which can be 

used to control the voltage on the analog input of the VFD.  

The DAC can have its full scale range configured to be equal to the voltage on its Vref pin 

or twice the voltage on the Vref pin by selecting a gain of 1 or 2. It can be shut down by 

setting a configuration bit, this will turn off most of the internal circuits for power saving. 

Through its SPI the user can control the magnitude of the output analog voltage. As the 

device is 10-bit, the maximum value it can read through SPI is 1024 (210) and should in 

practice output a voltage of 5 V when the value reaches its maximum, provided that the 

device is run on 5 V with a gain of 1. 

                                                 

9 Source: 

Wifi G Demo Board User’s Guide [11], page 18 [Accessed on 30.08.2017] 
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2.3 Android App 

The app will be made for Android devices. Android was chosen because it is open-source 

and popular among mobile devices [5]. The app that will be used to control the VFD will be 

made using MIT App Inventor 2, a free and open-source web application managed by the 

Massachusetts Institute of Technology. App Inventor 2 allows the user to create apps for 

Android using a simple “block based” coding system  [14]. No previous knowledge of 

programming languages such as C, Python or Java is necessary because all of the 

programming is done by dragging and dropping visual objects into the graphical interface. 

These objects can then form links between each other, so as to create a fully functional 

program. 
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3 Development 

The following chapter will discuss the process of controlling and programming the VFD, the 

Wifi G Demo Board and the development and creation of the Android app. Figure 11 

contains a block diagram of the components for illustration. 

 

Figure 11: Block diagram of prototype 

3.1 VFD Control 

As previously stated, the logic and analog inputs of the VFD will be used. The logic inputs 

will be used to indicate to the VFD that the drive should run, either forward or in reverse 

depending on the input used. The analog input will be used as a voltage reference for the 

output frequency of the VFD. The analog input is programmed to range from 0-5 V, which 

the MCP4911 DAC will provide. In practice this means that the drive will output its 

maximum frequency when the analog input reaches 5 V. Table 1 shows the inputs used and 

their function.  

Table 1: Inputs and outputs used to control VFD‘s behaviour 

Input Function 

LI1 Run Forward 

LI2 Run Reverse 

AI1 Voltage Reference 

 

The control terminal includes a 24 V supply provided by the drive. Seeing as the MCU 

cannot provide more than the necessary 11 V on the logic inputs, this 24 V supply will be 

used to feed the inputs. Two relays will be connected to the 24 V supply and to the logic 

inputs as seen in Appendix A. That way the user can open or close the 24 V supply as desired 

by using the MCU and relays.  
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The drive also includes a 5 V supply provided by the drive but it only supplies a maximum 

current of 10 mA, which is too low to run the MCU, DAC and relays simultaneously so an 

external supply must be used [8]. 

3.1.1 Programming the VFD 

The VFD is programmable by using the jog dial and “mode” button on the front of the drive. 

Pressing the “mode” button will open the various functions provided by the drive. Once 

“mode” is pressed, spin the jog dial to view the functions. To select a function, press the jog 

dial down. Note that the author assumes that some options of the drive are set to factory 

settings and won’t need to be changed. See the Altivar 12 user manual for reference [8].   

No motor was used in the initial development process and to avoid the risk of damaging the 

VFD the output phase loss must be deactivated and the motor control type must be switched 

to standard. It’s also necessary to do this if using a motor rated lower than 1HP. This is done 

by pressing “mode” and entering configuration mode “COnF”, selecting the “FULL” option, 

then under the “Flt” option you will find the output phase loss “OPL” and you must set it to 

“nO”. To set the motor control type to standard, press “mode” and enter configuration mode 

“COnF”. Then choose the “FULL” option and there you select “drC”. Once in the “drC” 

option, select “Ctt” and set it to “Std”. 

 To set the drive to 2-wire control with LI1 as the run forward command and LI2 as the run 

reverse command, press the “mode” button and select “FULL” and enter the “COnf” option. 

There, find and select “I_O-“ to enter the input/output menu. In the I/O menu, select “tCC” 

and set it to “2C” for 2-wire control. This will set LI1 as the run forward command, LI2 is 

still unassigned. In the “COnf” menu, select “FULL” and then “FUn” to enter the function 

menu. Once there, select “rrS” and set it to “L2H”, this will set the reverse direction 

command on LI2 as active high.  

To set the analog input, AI1, to read 0-5 V as the voltage reference for the outgoing 

frequency, press “mode” and select “COnf”. There, select “Fr1” and set it to “AII”, this will 

set the refence channel to the terminal on front of the drive. Then enter the “I_O-“ menu and 

select “AII-” to configure the analog input, AI1. Select “AIIt” and set it to “5V” to set the 

reference voltage to range between 0-5 V [8].  

Figure 11 contains the organization tree for the configuration menu of the ATV12 VFD. 
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Figure 12: Organization tree of the configuration menu of the ATV12H075M210 

3.2 Programming the MCU 

The MCU is programmed using the Pickit 3 programmer and debugging tool. The code is 

written in the C programming language and the software used to program the device is Mplab 

X IDE. Pin RB15 will be connected to one relay and used as the run forward command while 

RB1 will use the other relay and will run the drive in reverse. For convenience and easier 

comprehension, pin RB15 will be defined as “FORWARD_RELAY” and RB1 will be 

defined as “REVERSE_RELAY”. The functions created for the MCU will be specifically 

discussed in the following subchapter 3.2.4. The programming software, Mplab, used in this 

project is of version 3.26 and the compiler used for it is XC32. You can find the most current 

version of Mplab and the compiler used in the project in the following links: 

Mplab download site: 

http://www.microchip.com/mplab/mplab-x-ide 

Mplab compiler download site: 

http://www.microchip.com/mplab/compilers 

                                                 

10 Source: 

Altivar 12 User Manual [8], page 44 [Accessed on 17.09.2017] 
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3.2.1 Interfacing the MCP4911 

The MCP4911 is a digital to analog converter that uses SPI for communication with an 

MCU. It reads 16-bit words and the 4 most significant bits are configuration bits for 

establishing the desired settings. The configuration bits and their available assignments can 

be seen in Figure 12.  

 

Figure 13: Write command register of the MCP4911 DAC11 

For this project the configuration bits will be set to write to the DAC register in unbuffered 

mode with a gain of 2 and in active mode. That would mean the 4 configuration bits 

expressed in binary are 0001. 

Seeing as the VFD needs up to 5 V to reach maximum output frequency, the MCP4911 

requires a 5 V power supply on the Vdd pin to reach a maximum of 5 V. In order to 

communicate successfully with the MCU however, which delivers 3,3 V signals, the Vref 

pin must be connected to a 3,3 V power source. Figure 13 shows the pins available on the 

MCP4911. 

 

Figure 14: MCP4911 pin diagram12 

The CS pin is used to indicate that SPI communication is initiating. The pin is held low while 

a write command is sent via the SPI bus and goes high when writing has ceased, meaning 

                                                 

11 Source: 

MCP4911 datasheet [13], page 24 [Accessed on 10.10.2017] 
12 Source: 
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that SPI communication has finished. Figure 14 shows the process of SPI communication 

between the DAC and MCU.  

 

Figure 15: SPI write command for MCP491113 

The MCP4911 utilizes a double-buffered latch structure so the output, Vout, can be 

synchronized with the LDAC pin. When the LDAC pin reaches a low state, the content in 

the DAC’s input register is transferred to the output register. The LDAC pin was tied low, 

so the output is updated with the rising edge of the CS pin.  

The ouput voltage of the DAC, Vout, is given by equation 1 as: 

 
𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡 =  

(𝑉𝑟𝑒𝑓 ∗ 𝐷)

2𝑛
∗ 𝐺 

(1) 

Where: 

Vref = External voltage reference  

D = DAC input code 

G = Gain selection 

n = DAC resolution 

In our case, the external voltage reference is 3,3 V, gain selection is 2 and the DAC resolution 

is 10-bit. With a gain of 2, the DAC can output a voltage higher than that of Vref, which is 

ideal seeing as a 5 V signal is required. The maximum output is 5 V because the voltage 

cannot go higher than that of the voltage on the Vdd pin.  

To find out when the voltage output reaches exactly 5 V, equation 1 is used with the DAC 

input code as an unknown variable, X, and Vout as 5 V.  

                                                 

MCP4911 datasheet [13], page 1 [Accessed on 18.10.2017] 
13 Source: 

MCP4911 datasheet [13], page 25 [Accessed on 25.10.2017] 
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5 𝑉 =  
(3,3𝑉 ∗  𝑋)

210
∗ 2 

Solving for X yields:  

𝑋 =  
(5 𝑉 ∗ 210)

(3,3 𝑉 ∗ 2)
= 775,7575 ≈ 776 

Which means that the voltage output reaches 5 V when the DAC input code is set to 776. As 

the input code is 10-bit, the maximum decimal number it can read is 210 or 1024. That means 

if any value between 776 and 1024 is sent to the DAC it will result in a 5 V output voltage 

[13].  

The MCP4911 can interface with an MCU through SPI with a baud rate of up to 20 MHz. 

To avoid the possible need of filtering the signal, a typical baud rate of 2 MHz was chosen. 

To set the baud rate, the user must write to the SPI baud rate register, SPIxBRG, of the MCU. 

There are four baud rate registers in the PIC32MX695F512H and the ‘x’ in SPIxBRG serves 

as a placeholder to simplify explanations for the reader, ‘x’ being 1-4 in value since there 

are 4 SPI buses available. Seeing as SPI4 is available on the expansion port of the Wifi G 

Demo Board, it will be used to interface with the DAC. The following is a calculation for 

the baud rate of the SPI4 bus [15]. The baud rate is calculated using equation 2.  

 
𝐹𝑠𝑐𝑘 =  

𝐹𝑝𝑏

2 ∗ (𝑆𝑃𝐼𝑥𝐵𝑅𝐺 + 1)
 

(2) 

Where: 

Fsck = SPI bus clock frequency 

Fpb = Peripheral bus clock frequency 

SPIxBRG = Value in SPI baud rate register 

Solving for SPIxBRG in equation 2 yields: 

𝑆𝑃𝐼𝑥𝐵𝑅𝐺 =  
𝐹𝑝𝑏

2 ∗ 𝐹𝑠𝑐𝑘
− 1 

Having chosen Fsck as 2 MHz and with a peripheral bus clock divider of 1:1, resulting in 40 

MHz frequency on the peripheral bus, calculating SPIxBRG results in: 

𝑆𝑃𝐼𝑥𝐵𝑅𝐺 =  
40 ∗ 106

2 ∗ (2 ∗ 106)
= 9 

Therefore a value of decimal number 9 must be written to the SPI4 baud rate register to 

achieve a baud rate of 2 MHz on the SPI4 bus.  

The number being passed to the DAC from the MCU must be able to change in value for the 

user to be able to either increase or decrease the output voltage, thereby changing the output 

frequency of the VFD. A variable named “Vout” was created in the “spi_dac.h” file for that 

purpose. It is set to be equal to 625 to achieve a value of 50 Hz on the output frequency of 
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the VFD. When the user decides to increase the output frequency, Vout will increase in value 

and be sent to the DAC. Likewise, Vout will decrease in value and be sent forward when the 

user selects to do so.  

3.2.2 The TCP/IP stack 

The Microchip TCP/IP stack is available for free on the Microchip companies website. The 

stack is part of the Microchip Libraries for Applications. It comes with an abundance of files, 

documents and demo projects for various devices manufactured by Microchip. The most 

current version of the MLA is also the one used in this project and can be found at: 

MLA download website: 

https://www.microchip.com/mplab/microchip-libraries-for-applications 

Among these projects is the “tcpip_wifi_g_demo” which is specifically made for the 

Microchip Wifi G Demo Board and can be found in the “apps\tcpip\wifi_g_demo” directory 

of the MLA. When loading the project into Mplab, make sure to have already installed the 

PIC32 Legacy Peripheral Library or the project will fail to build. The PIC32 Legacy 

Peripheral Library is available at: 

PIC32 Legacy Peripheral Library download website: 

http://www.microchip.com/SWLibraryWeb/product.aspx?product=PIC32%20Peripheral%

20Library 

The demo project, “tcpip_wifi_g_demo”, starts the Wifi G Demo Board as a softAP server 

and allows the user to connect to the board with a client device, such as a laptop, smartphone 

or tablet. After connecting to the board with a client device, the user can enter the board’s 

default IP address to a standard web browser, such as Mozilla Firefox or Google Chrome, to 

control the on-board LED’s. The project includes websites that have different purposes. The 

“index.htm” file opens a page that allows the user to change the status of the LED’s and see 

whether the button on-board is being pressed or not. It also provides links to other pages 

contained in the project such as the configure network page and MRF24WG0MA page, 

which includes information about the MRF24WG0MA wifi transceiver module and its 

supported development tools. The “configure.htm” file opens a page that lets the user scan 

for, select and connect the board to existing networks in range of the device and the 

“mrf24wg0ma.htm” file opens the webpage with information about the wifi transceiver 

module. Once a network has been selected, the “reconnect.htm” file is opened and shows a 

page that gives the user information about both the original softAP network and the network 

that the board is currently trying to connect to [10]. 

In the wifi g demo project is the “custom_http_app.c” file which controls the behaviour of 

the LED’s and push button. This file will be modified to work with the Android app.  

3.2.3 Connecting to a network 

When the Wifi G Demo Board powers on, it broadcasts a softAP network with an SSID of 

MCHP_G_15d7. The last 4 digits of the SSID are the MRF24WG0MA IEEE 802.11 b/g 

wifi transceiver module’s MAC address. After powering up the demo board, a client device, 

such as a laptop, tablet, smartphone etc, must connect to the softAP network. Once 
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connection is established, use a web browser and enter the IP of the demo board, the default 

IP address being http://192.168.1.3. Alternatively, you can enter “mchpboard.local” into the 

browser. After entering the IP to a web browser, the “index.htm” file is opened and it holds 

the webpage containing the demo software that will be displayed. The web page presents to 

the user the current status of the on-board LED’s and provides links to the “configure.htm” 

and “mrf24wg0ma.htm” files, which contain their own webpages. Figure 15 shows the 

webpage hosted in the “index.htm” file, with links to the other pages to the left and the 

LED’s status to the right. 

 

Figure 16: Index page hosted by Wifi G Demo Board 

To connect the device to an existing network, select the “Configure Network” tab, this will 

redirect to the “configure.htm” file’s webpage. Once the “configure.htm” page is displayed, 

select “Scan for nearby networks” and it will reveal the existing networks in range. Select 

the network you want to connect to and enter the networks security key. After entering the 

network key, the demo board will reconnect to the selected network [11]. Now the board can 

be interacted with from afar, provided that the client device is connected to the same network 

as the server device.  

The Wifi G Demo Boards new IP address after reconnection must be known in order to 

communicate successfully with the app.  
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3.2.4 Functions 

Specially built functions were added to the wifi g demo project so that it could interface with 

the MCP4911 and relays without disrupting the already functional internet connectivity. All 

the original functions made specifically for this project are in the spi_dac.h file and their 

implementations are in the spi_dac.c file. The code created by the author for this project can 

be seen in Appendix C. The following is an overview of all of the original functions as well 

as a short description of their purpose. 

SPI_DAC_init(); 

Initializes SPI communication so the MCU can interface with the DAC using SPI4. It sets 

outputs RB1 and RB15 as digital outputs so they can activate the relays connected to the 

logic inputs of the VFD. The SPI is set to be in standard master mode with 2 MHz baud rate 

and 16-bit communication.  

Spi_dac_tx(); 

Transmits 16-bit data from the MCU to the DAC using the SPI4 buffer.  

Dac_out(); 

This function reads 16-bit data and shifts it two spaces to the right, so as to eliminate the two 

ignored bits of the DAC (see Figure 12). It then sets the DAC’s configuration bits to the 

desired 0001 format and transmits the data using the spi_dac_tx() function.  

Dac_off(); 

Sets the shutdown control bit of the DAC to 0 (see Figure 12). This results in the DAC going 

to shutdown mode and therefore causes the output voltage to shut off. This procedure saves 

power and conserves the DAC as long-term use slowly deteriorates the device.  

FORWARD(); 

Starts the drive in forward motion. The function sets the FORWARD_RELAY and clears 

the REVERSE_RELAY. If the STOP function was used prior to this function, the DAC’s 

output will be off. For that reason the dac_out() function is called from within this function 

and sends the value of Vout with the SHDN bit high to the DAC to power it back on.  

STOP(); 

Stops the drive completely. The function clears both the FORWARD_RELAY and 

REVERSE_RELAY. The function calls the dac_off() function to turn off the DAC for power 

saving and conservation.  

REVERSE(); 

Starts the drive in reverse motion. The function clears the FORWARD_RELAY and sets the 

REVERSE_RELAY. If the STOP function was used prior to this function, the DAC’s output 

will be off. For that reason the dac_out() function is called from within this function and 

sends the value of Vout with the SHDN bit high to the DAC to power it back on. 
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3.3 Creating the app 

The following chapter will be divided into two parts, one of which will outline the changes 

made to the wifi_g_demo_project, the other will describe the process of creating the app 

using MIT App Inventor 2. Figure 16 shows a flowchart of the apps process.  

 

Figure 17: Flowchart for apps process 

3.3.1 Modifying the demo project 

The “custom_http_app.c” file in the demo project was modified to specifically control the 

apps behaviour. The “leds.cgi” script was originally used in changing the status of the LED’s 

on the Wifi G Demo Board but can be adjusted to fit the demanded functionality of the app. 

The functions “HTTPExecuteGet()” in the “custom_http_app.c” file original purpose was to 

wait for a user to select either LED1 or LED2, changing their status between on and off when 

selected. To do this, the function uses the “leds.cgi” script to see if an update of the LED’s 
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status has been made. The function creates pointers, ptr and ptr1, and uses ptr to determine 

which LED to toggle.  

When the “leds.cgi” script is used, ptr1 is not utilized. A new argument in the 

“HTTPExecuteGet()” function was created and called “action” which uses ptr1 when the 

“leds.cgi” script is used. Figure 17 shows where ptr1 is used, ptr is left unchanged.  

 

Figure 18: “action” associated with ptr1 

Ptr1 is then used to determine which value is being passed to it. Seeing as 5 control 

parameters will be needed, the value of ptr1 will range from 1-5. Ptr1 is evaluated using a 

switch-case statement and the action taken according to the value being passed to it can be 

seen in Figure 18. 

 

Figure 19: Options available depending on ptr1‘s value 

This means that if for instance the value of 4 is passed to ptr1, the value of Vout increments 

by 65 and if a value of 2 is passed, the STOP function is called. The value of 65 was chosen 

for a special reason. When testing the output of the DAC compared to the value being sent 

to it through the SPI bus, the output reached 5 V when it was passed 750, rather than the 756 

value previously calculated. The DAC was connected to the analog input of the VFD and it 

was discovered that when the value was increased or decreased by 12, the output 

increased/decreased roughly by 1 Hz. So passing a value of 60 should result in a difference 

of 5 Hz. The difference is not perfect however, meaning that the output frequency of the 
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VFD does not accurately change by 5 Hz when Vout changes by a value of 60. Therefore 

the value was changed to 65 because it corresponded better with the desired difference of 

the output frequency, that is, to change by 5 Hz. 

The function still changes the status of LED1 every time “leds.cgi” is utilized. This is not a 

problem and the LED can be used as an indicator that the demo board has received data from 

the app.  

Another function will be used to indicate the outgoing frequency of the VFD via the app to 

the user. This function is “HTTPPrint_btn()” from the “custom_http_app.c” file. Its original 

purpose was to print the status of the push-button on the website hosted by the demo project 

[10]. An array was created in the function, called output[], with a maximum value of 

4.300.000.000 to make room for a float type value, which is a 32-bit value, resulting in a 

maximum of 232 or 4.294.967.296. A float value was created in the function, called TVout, 

which will translate Vout into Hz. The value of TVout is equal to Vout multiplied by 60 for 

each Hz available on the VFD and divided by 750 for the bits, which result in 60 Hz output 

on the VFD, being sent to the DAC via SPI. The modified version of the “HTTPPrint_btn()” 

function can be seen in Figure 19. Note that the switch-case statement within the function is 

left unchanged from the demo project.  

 

Figure 20: The HTTPPrint_btn function 

The only changes made to the demo projects files were made in the “custom_http_app.c” 

file and the “main.c” file. The changes made to the “custom_http_app.c” file have already 

been described. In the main part of the “main.c” file of the demo project is an endless while 

loop. This loop is a co-operative multitasking loop and it executes all stack-related tasks. All 

items from the demo project were initialized before entering the loop. The functions 

“SPI_DAC_init” and “STOP” were placed above this loop to initialize SPI communication 

with the DAC and to make sure the VFD does not start as soon as the MCU is powered on. 
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Inside the loop, the “dac_out” function was placed within an if statement. The if statement 

checks to see if the value of Vout has increased or decreased and calls the “dac_out” function 

if the statement is true. This if statement was made so the “dac_out” function wouldn’t be 

continuously called within the while loop, it will only be called when the value of Vout 

changes. Within the if statement is another if statement that checks the value of Vout. If Vout 

is larger than 1024, the maximum 10-bit number available, the value is reset to 40. This is 

done because Vout is an unsigned integer and if it is decremented to a number below 0, the 

value will reach the highest 16-bit number available, that is, 216 or 65536.  If the value goes 

so high, the VFD would output a frequency of 60 Hz even if the user decrements the value 

of Vout multiple times. Any value of Vout between 750-1024 will result in 60 Hz output 

frequency so the user would have to increment the value of Vout five times after reaching 

60 Hz to reach a value higher than 1024. This would also result in the value of Vout being 

set to 40.  

The C code written for this project can be seen in Appendix C. Appendix C includes the files 

created by the author as well as the functions changed in the “Custom_http_app.c” and 

“main.c” files, which were the only files contained in the demo project that were altered. 

Only the changed functions in these files are present in Appendix C, the rest of the code used 

from the “wifi_g_demo” project was left unchanged.  

3.3.2 MIT App Inventor 2 

The app is made with MIT App Inventor 2 and will have the following control parameters: 

 Run forward 

 Run reverse 

 Stop 

 Increase output frequency 

 Decrease output frequency 

 Save target IP address 

 Print current target IP 

 Print VFD’s outgoing frequency 

 Exit app 

Each parameter will have its own individual button on the app, save the print current target 

IP and print VFD’s outgoing frequency parameters as those do not need their own button. 

When the run forward button is pressed, the FORWARD function is called. Likewise when 

the reverse button is pressed, the REVERSE function is called. In case the stop button is 

pressed, the STOP function is called. If the Exit button is pressed, the app will close. The 

increase and decrease output frequency buttons will simply be indicated as a plus or minus 

sign, plus meaning increase and minus meaning decrease. When the plus button is pressed, 

Vout is incremented by 65 and when the minus button is pressed, Vout is decremented by 

65.  

The app will be designed to be easily understood by a first time user and simple in operation. 

The user can see the status of how the drive is running because after selecting either Start, 

Stop or Reverse, the selected option will highlight in a specific colour and revert the other 

options to a plain grey colour. For example if Start is selected, it will highlight in green and 

set the Reverse and Stop buttons to grey. That way the user does not need to visually see the 
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VFD to know the drives running status.  Figure 20 shows the apps start screen and the options 

it has available to the user.  

 

Figure 21: App screen 

The IP address of the demo board can change after being shut off and this must be accounted 

for in the app. To circumvent problems that might arise from the IP address changing, the 

app will store the IP number given by the user in a variable. In MIT app inventor 2 the 

variable is named tinyDB1. The value stored in tinyDB1 is saved, so that if the app is turned 

off, the value is still stored in the app once it is turned on again. The app combines the IP 

address entered by the user with a pre-determined command line to form a whole string that 

is sent to the demo board. The user will also see the current target IP in a text box at the 

bottom of the app when web1 is utilized. Figure 21 shows the process when the IP address 

has been entered and the OK button is pressed.  
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Figure 22: Process when OK button is pressed 

Once the OK button is pressed, the IP address written in the textbox will be saved with the 

tag “MCU_IP”. Figure 22 shows the procedure when the Start button is pressed in the app, 

notice the changing of colours of the buttons and joining of the user entered IP address with 

the command line “/leds.cgi?led=1&action=1”. The Reverse and Stop options operate the 

same way as the Start option, albeit setting the other options to gray and sending a different 

value to ptr1. 

 

Figure 23: Process when Start button is pressed 

The app only calls the “leds.cgi” script and the MCU uses only the “HTTPExecuteGet()” 

function to change the VFD’s running status or incrementing/decrementing the output 

frequency.  

To indicate the current output frequency of the VFD to the user via the app, a textbox was 

created in app inventor and placed between the plus and minus buttons. When the web1 

component is used, which is any time any of the buttons are pressed, except the exit button, 

the web2 component has its URL set to join the IP address entered by the user with the 

“/status.xml” command line and prints the current target IP in the lowest text box on the app. 

“status.xml” contains data that the demo project used for various purposes and “btn0” was 

used to indicate the status of the on-board push-button in the original demo project. Web2 

will open the “status.xml” file, shown in Figure 23 when called using Mozilla Firefox.  
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Figure 24: status.xml file 

From Figure 23, notice the “btn0” value is set to 612, which was the value of Vout when the 

screenshot was taken. The value of Vout was later replaced by TVout, since TVout holds 

the value in Hz. “btn0” is parsed by app inventor to get its value. Figure 24 shows the process 

taken when web1 is utilized. If the “responceCode” is equal to 200 it indicates success as 

per HTTP standards [6].  

 

Figure 25: Process when web1 is utilized 

When web2 is used, the value of TVout is printed in a textbox in the app. Figure 25 shows 

the procedure taken when web2 is utilized.  
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Figure 26: Process when web2 is utilized 

From Figure 25 we can see that when the web2 component is used, it calls the 

“exctractValueFromXml” procedure where “responseContent” is the URL of the 

“status.xml” file. Figure 26 shows the procedure taken to extract the value of TVout. 

 

Figure 27: Value of TVout extracted from status.xml 

The procedure looks for “response” to properly locate the contents within the “status.xml” 

file. Then the procedure searches for “btn0” to locate the value stored there. If the program 

fails to get a response of 200 the result is that the message “Error fetching value” will be 

displayed to the user. If the program gets 200 as a response, the value of “btn0” is displayed 

in the textbox between the plus and minus buttons of the app. The entire block based code 

of the app can be seen in Appendix B. 

To prevent the value of TVout from reaching more than 60, an if statement was placed in 

the “HTTPPrint_btn” function (see Figure 19). The statement checks the value of TVout and 

if it exceeds 60, it will send a constant equal to 60 instead of the value of TVout. The value 

of TVout will still increase if the plus button is pressed. This was done so the value in the 

app does not exceed 60 because the output frequency of the VFD does not go over 60 Hz. 

The app was uploaded to a public google drive website so that anyone can download and use 

it. A QR code was made, using the website is.gd, so that anyone can download the app. To 
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get the app, named VFD_Control, on your Android device scan the QR code in Figure 27 or 

follow the URL below.  

 

Figure 28: QR code link to app download site 

Link to app download site: 

https://is.gd/aXimBD 

3.4 Power Supply 

As the circuit needs both a 3,3 V and 5 V supply for the MCU and DAC it would be improper 

to use two power supplies. A much more desirable option would be to use a single supply 

for all devices. That is why a 5 V supply will be used for the entire circuit and a 3,3 V 

regulator will administer the power to the MCU and Vref of the DAC. The regulator is made 

by STMicroelectronics, is of type LD1117 and can output a current of up to 800 mA [16], 

more than enough to power the circuit. When powering the circuit with a DC power supply 

that indicates the current, the maximum current being drawn was 300 mA. The prototype 

was powered by a 5 V source which can output a current of 700 mA. The regulator was 

connected as the datasheet recommends [13], filtering the 5 V input voltage using two 

capacitors, a 100 nF and a 10 µF, as seen in Figure 28. The entire circuit can be seen in 

Appendix A. 

 

Figure 29: Capacitor filtering for LD1117 volt regulator14 

The Vdd pin of the MCP4911 DAC receives a similarly filtered voltage, also using a 100 nF 

and 10 µF capacitors. See Appendix A to see the circuit schematic.  

The VFD is powered by a household 240 V socket. The socket gives a single-phase supply, 

which is alright since the VFD can output a simulated three-phase voltage nonetheless. 

                                                 

14 Source: 

LD1117 datasheet [16], page 8 [Accessed on 10.10.2017] 
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Figure 29 lists the possible output current of the VFD depending on the input voltage supply. 

Note that the drive used in this project is the ATV12H075M2.  

 

Figure 30: Possible output current depending on line supply for ATV12 drives15 

 

3.5 Cost Estimate 

The following chapter will highlight the cost of the components used for the project. The 

goal is to not exceed the original budget of 40.000 Ikr. All values are changed from British 

pounds sterling to Icelandic kronas. The exchange rate was 143,35 Ikr for each pound when 

the values were converted at January 20th, 2018. Note that shipping costs and toll fees are 

not included in the pricing, as these values can differ depending on the type of service used 

to acquire them. As this is a prototype for controlling a VFD built for various motors, a motor 

will not be listed as part of the cost estimate. Wires, capacitors and a solder-less breadboard 

are also not listed as part of the estimate. Table 2 shows the components and their prices in 

British pounds sterling and Icelandic kronas.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 

15 Source: 

Altivar 12 User Manual [8], page 11 [Accessed on 03.01.2018] 
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Table 2: Component cost 

Component: Price: 

2 channel 3,3 V relay module £4,95 (709kr)16 

MCP4911 10-bit DAC £4,24 (608kr)17 

LD1117 3,3 V regulator (5pcs) £1,94 (278kr)18 

Wifi G Demo Board £66,91 (9.591kr)19 

Schneider ATV12H075M2 £121 (17.345kr)20 

Total: £199,04 (28.531kr) 

 

The total cost of 28.531 Ikr is below the original budget of 40.000 Ikr and leaves 11.469 Ikr 

to spare.  

 

 

 

                                                 

16 Source: 

https://www.ebay.co.uk/p/2-Channel-3-3v-5v-10a-Relay-Module-for-Arduino-RPI-Esp8266-

Optocoupler/2186464734?_trksid=p2047675.l2644 [Accessed on 02.02.2017] 
17 Source: 

http://www.ebay.co.uk/itm/MCP4911-E-P-D-A-converter-10bit-Channels1-2-7-5-5VDC-

DIP8/201958919417?hash=item2f05b08cf9%3Am%3AmB-rvLrAGDug4VoyJVx2W2A [Accessed on 

05.02.2017] 
18 Source: 

https://www.ebay.co.uk/itm/5pcs-LD1117V33-Linear-Voltage-Regulator-3-3V-800mA-TO-220-

NEW/141877157228?_trkparms=aid%3D555017%26algo%3DPL.CASSINI%26ao%3D1%26asc%3D20160

706105120%26meid%3D75327fca5984447f8cd41d7d52b246c8%26pid%3D100508%26rk%3D1%26rkt%3

D1%26&_trksid=p2045573.c100508.m3226 [Accessed on 03.02.2017] 
19 Source: 

https://www.ebay.co.uk/itm/MICROCHIP-DV102411-MRF24WB0MA-WI-FI-DEMO-

BOARD/390565355362?epid=1439575881&hash=item5aef825f62:g:f8gAAOxy8HlSa8DV [Accessed on 

10.02.2017] 
20 Source: 

https://uk.rs-online.com/web/p/inverter-drives/6695783/ [Accessed on 11.02.2017] 
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4 Discussion 

When the stop button is pressed on the app and subsequently the STOP() function is called 

in the MCU’s C code, within which is the dac_off() function, the SHDN bit should be set to 

0 and sent to the DAC, shutting down the DAC’s output. However, the output of the DAC 

was 5 V before pressing the stop button and the output was then measured using a multimeter 

after pressing stop, but the voltage still read 5 V. The cause of this was not found.  

Printing out the outgoing frequency of the VFD and the current target IP address saved in 

the app as soon as it is opened proved to be a challenge. Since no other way was found to 

achieve this, the IP address and the VFD’s outgoing frequency will be displayed once any 

button is pressed.  

The original idea was that the app was supposed to change the output frequency by 1 Hz 

when the plus or minus buttons were pressed and if the buttons were held down, the value 

would rise, or fall, continuously while the user held down the button. However when testing 

this feature in MIT App Inventor 2, the app always crashed when either button was held 

down and a Javascript runtime error occurred so the idea was scrapped and the value was set 

to change by roughly 5 Hz for convenience for the user. That way the user does not need to 

press the increment or decrement buttons several times to lower the output frequency of the 

VFD by a small margin. The App Inventor block used for this attempt is the “Longclick” 

option and it was left in the block code, albeit with a different purpose than originally 

intended. Now when the user holds either plus or minus down, it increases/decreases the 

output frequency by roughly 5 Hz, the same functionality as for simply clicking the button.  

Attempts were made to create htm files like the “index.htm” file contained in the wifi demo 

project. The idea was to put the vital data, such as the value of Vout, or TVout, and a pointer 

with a similar function as ptr1 into the file and work with it from there. However, the project 

will fail to build because Mplab never “found” the file. The cause of this was never 

discovered and a new way of controlling the MCU via an app was found, that is, by 

modifying the existing code in the “custom_http_app.c” and “main.c” files.  

The SPI communication between the DAC and the MCU was monitored using Logic 

Analyser and was confirmed to be operating at 2 MHz, as desired. The bits being sent were 

also observed and were confirmed to be the desired value.  

4.1 Test Results 

The app was successfully downloaded to an Android operated Samsung Galaxy by using the 

QR code in Figure 27. The assembled prototype was connected to a 0,14 kW, 60 Hz three-

phase induction motor and its functionality was tested by using the app. When a button is 

pressed on the app, the prototype responds accordingly immediately, which indicates a 

strong connection between devices. The motor started to run when the start button was 

pressed and increased or decreased its rotation speed whenever the plus or minus buttons 

were pressed on the app. The motor also ran slower or faster in reverse direction when the 

reverse button had been pressed on the app and subsequently the minus or plus buttons were 

pressed. The motor stopped almost instantly when the stop button was pressed. The VFD 

reaches the desired frequency at a slower rate when the rotation direction is reversed than 

when it is run forward. This also happens when running the drive using the integrated control 
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instead of the app so it was not because of any error in the prototype. The app highlights the 

last selected option, i.e. start, stop and reverse, as intended. The app also saves the IP address 

entered by the user when he hits OK and displays it at the bottom of the app. The exit button 

successfully closes the app. The value of the output frequency indicated on the app does not 

desynchronize with the value on the display of the VFD. 

Table 3 shows the value of the output frequency of the VFD, in Hz, both on the display of 

the VFD and on the Android app for comparison. These values were obtained during testing 

with the aforementioned 0,14 kW motor connected.  

Table 3: Actual output frequency compared to value on app 

Value on VFD (Hz) Value in Android App (Hz) 

60 60 

55,1 55,2 

50 50 

44,7 44,8 

39,6 39,6 

34,4 34,4 

29,2 29,2 

24,1 24 

18,8 18,8 

13,7 13,6 

8 8,4 

3 3,2 

 

From table 3 we can see that the actual output frequency of the VFD varies slightly from the 

value indicated on the Android app. Mostly the difference is 0,1 Hz or none at all, although 

the difference intensifies slightly when reaching approximately 8 Hz. The difference is then 

0,4 Hz, the greatest difference between these values recorded during testing. The table also 

shows that the output frequency changes by roughly 5,2 Hz, instead of the desired 5 Hz. The 

difference could be made to be closer to 5 Hz with further development.  

The output frequency of the VFD can range from 3 - 60 Hz, as seen in table 3. Reaching a 

value of 0 is not necessary, as the user can simply stop the drive with the stop button on the 

app.  
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4.2 Future development 

A possibly better way of indicating the output frequency of the VFD to the user through the 

app would be to utilize the 8-bit analog output, AO1, on the control terminal of the VFD [8]. 

The PIC32MX695F512H MCU on-board The Wifi G Demo Board includes 10-bit analog-

to-digital converters which could decipher the data coming from the VFD [12]. The voltage 

of the AO1 pin ranges between 0-10 V, which is too high a voltage for the pins on the demo 

board and a solution would be needed to make that voltage range from 0-5 V. The Wifi G 

Demo Board has a limited amount of pins available and the two available general purpose 

I/O pins are already used to activate the two relays connected to the logic inputs of the VFD. 

But as the DAC does not feed information back to the MCU, the SDI pin on the demo board 

is not needed and could possibly be used as an analog input pin. This option was not explored 

as the decision of translating Vout into Hz, using TVout, via the C code had already been 

taken.  

The app is made for a motor rated at 60 Hz. This means that the app is not suitable for a 

motor rated at 50 Hz because it would not show the correct output frequency since TVout is 

calculated using 60 for each Hz available on the VFD. The app could be improved so the 

user could select either 50 Hz or 60 Hz within the app, depending on the maximum rating of 

the motor that will be used.  

It would be a good feature for the app if it could allow the user to simply enter the desired 

output frequency into the textbox, which keeps its value, to update the actual output 

frequency of the VFD.  

The app can be improved so the user does not need to enter the target IP address of the 

prototype manually. Anyone interested in continuing the project could find a way to make 

the Wifi G Demo Board broadcast its IP address and make the app recognize and use it to 

send the strings that control the prototypes behaviour.  Another idea for improvement would 

be to find a way to make the app change the output frequency by 1 Hz and allow the user to 

hold down the plus or minus buttons to continuously increase or decrease the output 

frequency while either button is held down. This would allow a more accurate value of the 

output frequency to be reached, as well as make the app run more comfortably for the user.  

If the project is resumed for further development, it would be a good idea to get the app to 

work with the prototype from a separate network. This would improve the prototype 

significantly as the user could operate it regardless of the client devices network connection. 

The user could then control the prototype from a 4G network, for instance. 

A PCB board could be developed to house the MCP4911 DAC, voltage regulator and 

capacitors, seen in Appendix A. This would free the components from a breadboard and 

make it easier to manage and produce.  
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5 Conclusion 

The prototype and the app have been developed, connected and tested. The MCU can 

successfully switch on the relays connected to the logic inputs as well as control the DAC 

via SPI communication, which in turn controls the VFD’s output frequency. That is how the 

prototype can successfully start and stop the motor, as well as reverse its direction via the 

app. The prototype can also increase or decrease the output frequency of the VFD by roughly 

5 Hz each time the plus or minus buttons are pressed on the app.  

The prototype can be controlled by the app through an existing wifi network or through the 

softAP network that the Wifi G Demo Board broadcasts. If using the softAP network, the IP 

address that must be used in the app is the default 192.168.1.3. Using the softAP network 

means the client device must be within range of the prototype itself.  

The goal of the project was to control a 3-phase induction motors rotation speed and direction 

through a wireless network connection and the prototype successfully fulfils this goal.  
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Appendix A: Circuit Schematic 
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Appendix B: MIT App Inventor Block 
Code 
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Appendix C: Code Used for Prototype 

/* 

 * File:   spi_dac.h 

 * Author: Sigþór Einarsson 

 * 

 * Created on February 20, 2017, 1:13 PM 

 */ 

 

#include <stdio.h> 

#include <stdlib.h> 

#include <stdint.h> 

#include <string.h> 

#include <stddef.h> 

#include <plib.h> 

 

#include "system.h" 

#include "system_config.h" 

#include "drv_wifi_config.h" 

#include "main.h" 

#include "tcpip_config.h" 

 

#define cs_dac LATBbits.LATB8 

 

#define FORWARD_RELAY LATBbits.LATB15 

#define REVERSE_RELAY LATBbits.LATB1 

 

void SPI_DAC_init(); 

 

void spi_dac_tx(unsigned int txdata); 

 

void dac_out(unsigned int data); 

 

void dac_off(); 

 

void FORWARD(); 

 

void STOP(); 

 

void REVERSE(); 

 

unsigned int Vout = 625;    //50Hz 

 

unsigned int off = 0b0000000000000000; 

 

/* 

 * File:   spi_dac.c 

 * Author: Sigþór Einarsson 

 * 

 * Created on February 20, 2017, 1:13 PM 

 */ 

 

#include "system.h" 

#include "system_config.h" 

#include "drv_wifi_config.h" 

#include "main.h" 

#include "tcpip_config.h" 

#include "spi_dac.h" 
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/* 

 * Host communication is through SPI2 of the PIC processor on the board. 

 * Function "SPI_DAC_init" initializes SPI4 for the DAC in 

 * standard master SPI with 2MHz baud, 16-bit communiction 

*/ 

 

void SPI_DAC_init() 

{ 

    TRISBbits.TRISB8 = 0;       //RB8 set as digital output  (SS4 pin) 

    TRISBbits.TRISB1 = 0;       //RB1 set as digital output  (Relay) 

    TRISBbits.TRISB15 = 0;      //RB15 set as digital output (Relay) 

     

    //Clear interrupts 

    IEC1bits.SPI4EIE = 0; 

    IEC1bits.SPI4RXIE = 0; 

    IEC1bits.SPI4TXIE = 0; 

     

    SPI4CONbits.ON = 0;         //SPI peripheral disabled 

    Nop();                      //When 1:1 divisor, do not r/w to SFR's 

immediately 

    DelayMs(1); 

     

    SPI4BUF = 0;             //Clear the receive buffer  

     

    SPI4CONbits.ENHBUF = 0;     //Enhanced SPI buffer disabled 

     

    SPI4BRG = 9;                //Baud rate set to 2MHz (when PBDIV=1:1) 

     

    SPI4STATbits.SPIROV = 0;    //No overflow 

     

    SPI4CONbits.FRMEN = 0;      //Framed SPI support disabled 

    SPI4CONbits.MSSEN = 1;      //Slave select SPI support enabled 

    SPI4CONbits.DISSDO = 0;     //SDO4 pin controlled by the module 

    SPI4CONbits.MODE16 = 1;      

    SPI4CONbits.MODE32 = 0;     //MODE<32,16>=01 results in 16-bit 

communication 

    SPI4CONbits.SMP = 1;        //Input data sampled at end of data 

output time 

    SPI4CONbits.CKE = 0;        //Output data changes on transition from 

Idle CLK state to active CLK state 

    SPI4CONbits.CKP = 0;        //Idle state for CLK is low level, active 

is high level 

    SPI4CONbits.MSTEN = 1;      //SPI master mode 

     

    SPI4CONbits.ON = 1;         //SPI peripheral enabled 

} 

 

//Function "spi_dac_tx" transmits data trough SPI4 buffer 

void spi_dac_tx(unsigned int txdata) 

{ 

    SPI4BUF = txdata;                  //Send 16 bit data through buffer 

    while(!SPI4STATbits.SPITBE);       //Wait for transactions to 

complete 

} 

 

/* Function "dac_out" reads 16-bit data, discards the ignored bits and 

sets the 

 * DAC's configuration bits, then sends the data using the "spi_dac_tx" 

function*/ 

void dac_out(unsigned int data) 
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{ 

    //15: 0=Write, 14: 0=Unbuffered, 13: 0=2X Gain, 12: 1=Active. 

    data = (data<<2); 

    data = (0<<15)|(0<<14)|(0<<13)|(1<<12)|data;   

  

    spi_dac_tx(data);        //Transmit data 

} 

 

//Function "dac_off" shuts down MCP4911 for conservation and power saving  

void dac_off() 

{ 

    spi_dac_tx(off); 

} 

 

//Function "FORWARD" runs the VFD in forward motion 

void FORWARD() 

{ 

    FORWARD_RELAY = 1; 

    REVERSE_RELAY = 0; 

    dac_out(Vout); 

} 

 

//Function "STOP" halts the VFD 

void STOP() 

{ 

    FORWARD_RELAY = 0; 

    REVERSE_RELAY = 0; 

    dac_off(); 

} 

 

//Function "FORWARD" runs the VFD in reverse motion 

void REVERSE() 

{ 

    FORWARD_RELAY = 0; 

    REVERSE_RELAY = 1; 

    dac_out(Vout); 

} 

 

/************************************************************************

******* 

  Company: 

    Microchip Technology Inc. 

 

  File Name: 

    custom_http_app.c 

 

  Summary: 

    Support for HTTP2 module in Microchip TCP/IP Stack 

    -Implements the application 

    -Reference: RFC 1002 

 

  Description: 

    Application to Demo HTTP2 Server 

    Changes made by Sigthor Einarsson  

 

*************************************************************************

******/ 

 

//DOM-IGNORE-BEGIN 
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/************************************************************************

******* 

Copyright (c) <2014> released Microchip Technology Inc.  All rights 

reserved. 

 

Microchip licenses to you the right to use, modify, copy and distribute 

Software only when embedded on a Microchip microcontroller or digital 

signal 

controller that is integrated into your product or third party product 

(pursuant to the sublicense terms in the accompanying license agreement). 

 

You should refer to the license agreement accompanying this Software for 

additional information regarding your rights and obligations. 

 

SOFTWARE AND DOCUMENTATION ARE PROVIDED "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY 

KIND, 

EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTY OF 

MERCHANTABILITY, TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR 

PURPOSE. 

IN NO EVENT SHALL MICROCHIP OR ITS LICENSORS BE LIABLE OR OBLIGATED UNDER 

CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE, STRICT LIABILITY, CONTRIBUTION, BREACH OF WARRANTY, 

OR 

OTHER LEGAL EQUITABLE THEORY ANY DIRECT OR INDIRECT DAMAGES OR EXPENSES 

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, INDIRECT, PUNITIVE 

OR 

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, LOST PROFITS OR LOST DATA, COST OF PROCUREMENT OF 

SUBSTITUTE GOODS, TECHNOLOGY, SERVICES, OR ANY CLAIMS BY THIRD PARTIES 

(INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO ANY DEFENSE THEREOF), OR OTHER SIMILAR 

COSTS. 

 

*************************************************************************

******/ 

//DOM-IGNORE-END 

 

#include "spi_dac.h" 

 

/************************************************************************

**** 

  Section: 

    GET Form Handlers 

 

*************************************************************************

**/ 

 

/************************************************************************

***** 

  Function: 

    HTTP_IO_RESULT HTTPExecuteGet(void) 

 

  Internal: 

    See documentation in the TCP/IP Stack API or HTTP2.h for details. 

 

*************************************************************************

**/ 

HTTP_IO_RESULT HTTPExecuteGet(void) 

{ 

    uint8_t *ptr, *ptr1; 

    uint8_t filename[20]; 

 

    uint8_t bssIdx; 
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    TCPIP_UINT16_VAL bssIdxStr; 

 

    // Load the file name 

    // Make sure uint8_t filename[] above is large enough for your 

longest name 

    MPFSGetFilename(curHTTP.file, filename, 20); 

 

    /******************************************/ 

    // If it's the leds.cgi LED update file 

    /******************************************/ 

     

    if (!memcmppgm2ram(filename, "leds.cgi", 8)) { 

         

        // Determine which LED to toggle 

        ptr = HTTPGetROMArg(curHTTP.data, (ROM uint8_t *) "led"); 

        ptr1 = HTTPGetROMArg(curHTTP.data, (ROM uint8_t *) "action"); 

 

        // Toggle the specified LED 

        switch (*ptr) { 

        case '1': 

            LED1_INV(); 

            break; 

        case '2': 

            LED2_INV(); 

            break; 

        default: 

            break; 

        } 

         

        switch (*ptr1) { 

            case '1': 

                FORWARD(); 

                break; 

            case '2': 

                STOP(); 

                break; 

            case '3': 

                REVERSE(); 

                break; 

            case '4': 

                Vout = Vout + 65;   //5Hz difference 

                break; 

            case '5': 

                Vout = Vout - 65;   //5Hz difference 

                break; 

            default: 

                break; 

        } 

 

    } 

    /******************************************/ 

    // If it's the  scan.cgi scan file 

    /******************************************/ 

    if (!memcmppgm2ram(filename, "scan.cgi", 8)) { 

        ptr = HTTPGetROMArg(curHTTP.data, (ROM uint8_t *) "scan"); 

        ptr1 = HTTPGetROMArg(curHTTP.data, (ROM uint8_t *) "getBss"); 

 

        if ((ptr != NULL) && (ptr1 == NULL)) { 

            bssDescIsValid = false; 

            // scan request 
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            if (AppConfig.networkType == WF_SOFT_AP) { // SoftAP: display 

pre-scan results before starting as SoftAP. SoftAP does not scan. 

                SCAN_SET_DISPLAY(SCANCXT.scanState); 

            } else { 

                if (WFStartScan() == WF_SUCCESS) { 

                    SCAN_SET_DISPLAY(SCANCXT.scanState); 

                    SCANCXT.displayIdx = 0; 

                } 

            } 

        } else if ((ptr == NULL) && (ptr1 != NULL)) { 

            // getBss request 

            // use the value to get the nth bss stored on chip 

            bssDescIsValid = false; 

            bssIdxStr.v[1] = *ptr1; 

            bssIdxStr.v[0] = *(ptr1 + 1); 

            bssIdx = hexatob(bssIdxStr); 

 

            //if (AppConfig.networkType == WF_SOFT_AP) 

#if (MY_DEFAULT_NETWORK_TYPE == WF_SOFT_AP) 

            { 

                // SoftAP: display pre-scan results before starting as 

SoftAP. SoftAP does not scan. 

                bssDesc = preScanResult[bssIdx]; 

            } 

            //else 

#else 

            { 

                WFRetrieveScanResult(bssIdx, &bssDesc); 

            } 

#endif /* (MY_DEFAULT_NETWORK_TYPE == WF_SOFT_AP) */ 

 

            // This is needed to ensure index.htm displays correct WLAN 

type. 

            // Index.htm differs between EZConfig and wifi g demo in that 

index.htm 

            // in wifi g demo displays BSS information of MRF24WG. 

            if (++bssIdx == SCANCXT.numScanResults) 

                SCAN_CLEAR_DISPLAY(SCANCXT.scanState); 

 

            bssDescIsValid = true; 

        } else { 

            // impossible to get here 

        } 

 

    } 

 

    return HTTP_IO_DONE; 

} 

 

/************************************************************************

**** 

  Section: 

    Dynamic Variable Callback Functions 

 

*************************************************************************

**/ 

 

/************************************************************************

***** 

  Function: 
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    void HTTPPrint_varname(void) 

 

  Internal: 

    See documentation in the TCP/IP Stack API or HTTP2.h for details. 

 

*************************************************************************

**/ 

 

// ====================================== 

// = Sends the State of SW0             = 

// ====================================== 

ROM uint8_t HTML_UP_ARROW[] = "up"; 

ROM uint8_t HTML_DOWN_ARROW[] = "dn"; 

 

void HTTPPrint_btn(uint16_t num) 

{ 

    // Determine which button 

    switch (num) { 

    case 0: 

        num = SW0_IO; 

        break; 

    default: 

        num = 0; 

    } 

 

    ROM uint8_t output[] = "4300000000";   //Make room for float number 

    unsigned int A = 60;                   //Constant  

    float TVout = (float)(60*Vout)/750;    //TVout translates Vout into 

Hz 

     

    if(TVout>60)                           //Freq. of VFD cannot go over 

60Hz 

    { 

        sprintf(output, "%u", A);          //Set A to output array 

        TCPPutROMString(sktHTTP, output);  //Print output array 

    } 

    else 

    { 

        sprintf(output, "%.1f", TVout);    //Set TVout to output array 

        TCPPutROMString(sktHTTP, output);  //Print output array 

    } 

    return; 

} 

 

/************************************************************************

******* 

  Company: 

    Microchip Technology Inc. 

 

  File Name: 

    main.c 

 

  Summary: 

    Main Application Entry Point 

 

  Description: 

    -Demonstrates how to call and use the Microchip WiFi Module and 

     TCP/IP stack 

    -Reference: Microchip TCP/IP Stack Help 

    -Changes made by Sigthor Einarsson 
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*************************************************************************

******/ 

 

//DOM-IGNORE-BEGIN 

/************************************************************************

******* 

Copyright (c) <2014> released Microchip Technology Inc.  All rights 

reserved. 

 

Microchip licenses to you the right to use, modify, copy and distribute 

Software only when embedded on a Microchip microcontroller or digital 

signal 

controller that is integrated into your product or third party product 

(pursuant to the sublicense terms in the accompanying license agreement). 

 

You should refer to the license agreement accompanying this Software for 

additional information regarding your rights and obligations. 

 

SOFTWARE AND DOCUMENTATION ARE PROVIDED "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY 

KIND, 

EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTY OF 

MERCHANTABILITY, TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR 

PURPOSE. 

IN NO EVENT SHALL MICROCHIP OR ITS LICENSORS BE LIABLE OR OBLIGATED UNDER 

CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE, STRICT LIABILITY, CONTRIBUTION, BREACH OF WARRANTY, 

OR 

OTHER LEGAL EQUITABLE THEORY ANY DIRECT OR INDIRECT DAMAGES OR EXPENSES 

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, INDIRECT, PUNITIVE 

OR 

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, LOST PROFITS OR LOST DATA, COST OF PROCUREMENT OF 

SUBSTITUTE GOODS, TECHNOLOGY, SERVICES, OR ANY CLAIMS BY THIRD PARTIES 

(INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO ANY DEFENSE THEREOF), OR OTHER SIMILAR 

COSTS. 

 

*************************************************************************

******/ 

//DOM-IGNORE-END 

 

/* 

 * This macro uniquely defines this file as the main entry point. 

 * There should only be one such definition in the entire project, 

 * and this file must define the AppConfig variable as described below. 

 */ 

#define THIS_IS_STACK_APPLICATION 

 

#include <stdint.h> 

#include "main.h" 

#include "spi_dac.h" 

 

// ************************************************************ 

// Main application entry point. 

// ************************************************************ 

int main(void) 

{ 

    static uint32_t t = 0; 

    static uint32_t dwLastIP = 0; 

 

#if defined (EZ_CONFIG_STORE) 

    static uint32_t ButtonPushStart = 0; 
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#endif 

 

    uint8_t channelList[] = MY_DEFAULT_CHANNEL_LIST_PRESCAN; // 

WF_PRESCAN 

    tWFScanResult bssDesc; 

 

#if 0 

    int8_t TxPower; // Needed to change MRF24WG transmit power. 

#endif 

 

    // Initialize application specific hardware 

    InitializeBoard(); 

 

    // Initialize TCP/IP stack timer 

    TickInit(); 

 

#if defined(STACK_USE_MPFS2) 

    // Initialize the MPFS File System 

    // Generate a WifiGDemoMPFSImg.c file using the MPFS utility (refer 

to Convert WebPages to MPFS.bat) 

    // that gets compiled into source code and programmed into the flash 

of the uP. 

    MPFSInit(); 

#endif 

 

    // Initialize Stack and application related NV variables into 

AppConfig. 

    InitAppConfig(); 

 

    // Initialize core stack layers (MAC, ARP, TCP, UDP) and 

    // application modules (HTTP, etc.) 

    StackInit(); 

 

#if 0 

    // Below is used to change MRF24WG transmit power. 

    // This has been verified to be functional (Jan 2013) 

    if (AppConfig.networkType == WF_SOFT_AP) { 

        WF_TxPowerGetMax(&TxPower); 

        WF_TxPowerSetMax(TxPower); 

    } 

#endif 

 

    // Run Self Test if SW0 pressed on startup 

    if (SW0_IO == 0) 

        SelfTest(); 

 

#ifdef STACK_USE_TELNET_SERVER 

    // Initialize Telnet and 

    // Put Remote client in Remote Character Echo Mode 

    TelnetInit(); 

    putc(0xff, stdout); // IAC = Interpret as Command 

    putc(0xfe, stdout); // Type of Operation = DONT 

    putc(0x22, stdout); // Option = linemode 

    putc(0xff, stdout); // IAC = Interpret as Command 

    putc(0xfb, stdout); // Type of Operation = DO 

    putc(0x01, stdout); // Option = echo 

#endif 

 

#if defined ( EZ_CONFIG_SCAN ) 

    // Initialize Wi-Fi Scan State Machine NV variables 
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    WFInitScan(); 

#endif 

 

    // WF_PRESCAN: Pre-scan before starting up as SoftAP mode 

    WF_CASetScanType(MY_DEFAULT_SCAN_TYPE); 

    WF_CASetChannelList(channelList, sizeof(channelList)); 

 

    if (WFStartScan() == WF_SUCCESS) { 

        SCAN_SET_DISPLAY(SCANCXT.scanState); 

        SCANCXT.displayIdx = 0; 

    } 

 

    // Needed to trigger g_scan_done 

    WFRetrieveScanResult(0, &bssDesc); 

 

#if defined(STACK_USE_ZEROCONF_LINK_LOCAL) 

    // Initialize Zeroconf Link-Local state-machine, regardless of 

network type. 

    ZeroconfLLInitialize(); 

#endif 

 

#if defined(STACK_USE_ZEROCONF_MDNS_SD) 

    // Initialize DNS Host-Name from tcpip_config.h, regardless of 

network type. 

    mDNSInitialize(MY_DEFAULT_HOST_NAME); 

    mDNSServiceRegister( 

            //(const char *)AppConfig.NetBIOSName, // base name of the 

service. Ensure uniformity with CheckHibernate(). 

            (const char *)"DemoWebServer", // base name of the service. 

Ensure uniformity with CheckHibernate(). 

            "_http._tcp.local", // type of the service 

            80, // TCP or UDP port, at which this service is available 

            ((const uint8_t *)"path=/index.htm"), // TXT info 

            1, // auto rename the service when if needed 

            NULL, // no callback function 

            NULL // no application context 

            ); 

    mDNSMulticastFilterRegister(); 

#endif 

     

    SPI_DAC_init();     //Initialise SPI for DAC 

    STOP();             //Make VFD idle when program starts 

    // Now that all items are initialized, begin the co-operative 

    // multitasking loop.  This infinite loop will continuously 

    // execute all stack-related tasks, as well as your own 

    // application's functions.  Custom functions should be added 

    // at the end of this loop. 

    // Note that this is a "co-operative mult-tasking" mechanism 

    // where every task performs its tasks (whether all in one shot 

    // or part of it) and returns so that other tasks can do their 

    // job. 

    // If a task needs very long time to do its job, it must be broken 

    // down into smaller pieces so that other tasks can have CPU time. 

    while (1) { 

        if (AppConfig.networkType == WF_SOFT_AP) { 

            if (g_scan_done) { 

                if (g_prescan_waiting) { 

                    SCANCXT.displayIdx = 0; 

                    while (IS_SCAN_STATE_DISPLAY(SCANCXT.scanState)) { 

                        WFDisplayScanMgr(); 
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                    } 

 

#if defined(WF_CS_TRIS) 

                    WF_Connect(); 

#endif 

                    g_scan_done = 0; 

                    g_prescan_waiting = 0; 

                } 

            } 

        } 

 

#if defined (EZ_CONFIG_STORE) 

        // Hold SW0 for 4 seconds to reset to defaults. 

        if (SW0_IO == 0u) { // Button is pressed 

            if (ButtonPushStart == 0) // Just pressed 

                ButtonPushStart = TickGet(); 

            else 

                if (TickGet() - ButtonPushStart > 4 * TICK_SECOND) 

                RestoreWifiConfig(); 

        } else { 

            ButtonPushStart = 0; // Button release reset the clock 

        } 

 

        if (AppConfig.saveSecurityInfo) { 

            // set true by WF_ProcessEvent after connecting to a new 

network 

            // get the security info, and if required, push the PSK to 

EEPROM 

            if (AppConfig.securityMode == 

WF_SECURITY_WPA_AUTO_WITH_PASS_PHRASE || 

                AppConfig.securityMode == 

WF_SECURITY_WPA_WITH_PASS_PHRASE || 

                AppConfig.securityMode == 

WF_SECURITY_WPA2_WITH_PASS_PHRASE) { 

                // only need to save when doing passphrase 

                tWFCPElements profile; 

                uint8_t connState; 

                uint8_t connID; 

                WF_CMGetConnectionState(&connState, &connID); 

                WF_CPGetElements(connID, &profile); 

 

                memcpy((char *)AppConfig.securityKey, (char 

*)profile.securityKey, 32); 

                AppConfig.securityMode--; // the calc psk is exactly one 

below for each passphrase option 

                AppConfig.securityKeyLength = 32; 

 

                SaveAppConfig(&AppConfig); 

            } 

 

            AppConfig.saveSecurityInfo = false; 

        } 

#endif // EZ_CONFIG_STORE 

 

        // Blink LED0 twice per sec when unconfigured, once per sec after 

config 

        if ((TickGet() - t >= TICK_SECOND / (4ul - 

(CFGCXT.isWifiDoneConfigure * 2ul)))) { 

            t = TickGet(); 

#ifdef LED_STOP_BLINKING_IF_CONNECTION_FAILED 
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            // If connection is failed, keep LED0 on 

            if (AppConfig.connectionFailedFlag == 1) { 

                LED0_ON(); 

            } else { 

                LED0_INV(); 

            } 

#else 

            LED0_INV(); 

#endif 

        } 

 

        // This task performs normal stack task including checking 

        // for incoming packet, type of packet and calling 

        // appropriate stack entity to process it. 

        StackTask(); 

 

        // This task invokes each of the core stack application tasks 

        StackApplications(); 

 

        // Enable WF_USE_POWER_SAVE_FUNCTIONS 

        WiFiTask(); 

 

#if defined(STACK_USE_ZEROCONF_LINK_LOCAL) 

        ZeroconfLLProcess(); 

#endif 

 

#if defined(STACK_USE_ZEROCONF_MDNS_SD) 

        mDNSProcess(); 

#endif 

 

        // Process application specific tasks here. 

        // Any custom modules or processing you need to do should 

        // go here. 

 

        // If the local IP address has changed (ex: due to DHCP lease 

change) 

        // write the new IP address to the LCD display, UART, and 

Announce 

        // service 

        if (dwLastIP != AppConfig.MyIPAddr.Val) { 

            dwLastIP = AppConfig.MyIPAddr.Val; 

            DisplayIPValue(AppConfig.MyIPAddr); 

 

#if defined(STACK_USE_ANNOUNCE) 

            AnnounceIP(); 

#endif 

 

#if defined(STACK_USE_ZEROCONF_MDNS_SD) 

            mDNSFillHostRecord(); 

#endif 

        } 

 

        if (AppConfig.hibernateFlag == 1) AppConfig.hibernateFlag = 0; 

     

        if(Vout+65 || Vout-65) 

        { 

            if(Vout > 1024)    //If Vout > 10-bits it will interfere with 

DAC output 

            { 

                Vout = 40;     
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            } 

            dac_out(Vout); 

        } 

    } 

} 


